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Stackpole – Eastern Arm of the Lakes and Stackpole Warren – Chris Oliver 

After the lovely evenings of our two previous walks, the fates decreed a damp walk this 
time. Chris took us down the Eastern Arm and onto Stackpole Warren to understand some 
of Stackpole’s history long before the Cawdors. Our first brief stop was at the Grassy 
Bridge where Steve explained that, before the Cawdors created the lakes, this was a 
sheltered tidal inlet. It was an attractive site for pre-history settlers, for whom the sea 
was their main means of transport over many millennia. 

Having clambered up onto the Warren, Steve pointed us to an area of uneven land which 
was the site of an Iron Age (circa 800 BC – 50 AD) settlement. Excavations had found hut 
circles which would have been home to a farming community. The two nearby Iron Age 
Promontory Forts at Greenala and Fishpond Camp indicate they could have had some 
troublesome neighbours. 

Our next stop was the Devils Quoit, a standing stone that was part of a Bronze Age (circa 
2500BC to 800BC) settlement. Excavations  again found living accommodation but the 
most remarkable find was the grave of a woman in crouch position. It was the only grave 
found in the area which suggests she was a lady of some importance. 

Chris also commented that archaeologists had found signs of settlement going back 
through the Neolithic (circa 4000 BC to 2500BC) and Mesolithic (circa 8000BC to 4000BC). 
These were mainly flint remains which must have been brought to the area since 
Pembrokeshire has no flint in its geology. 

The walk was not all archaeology as Chris pointed out an array of dune and unimproved 
grassland plants.   He was delighted that the PNTA has donated funds for an information 
board for this part of the Estate.


